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LATENT UTILITY SHOCKS IN A STRUCTURAL EMPIRICAL

ASSETPRICING MODEL∗

Bent Jesper Christensen
School of Economics and Management

University of Aarhus

Peter Raahauge
Department of Finance

Copenhagen Business School

December 14, 2004

We consider a random utility extension of the fundamental Lucas (1978) equilib-
rium asset pricing model. The resulting structural model leads naturally to a like-
lihood function. We estimate the model using U.S. asset market data from 1871 to
2000, using both dividends and earnings as state variables.We find that current divi-
dends do not forecast future utility shocks, whereas current utility shocks do forecast
future dividends. The estimated structural model producesa sequence of predicted
utility shocks which provide better forecasts of future long-horizon stock market re-
turns than the classical dividend-price ratio.

KEYWORDS: Random utility, asset pricing, maximum likelihood, structural model,
return predictability

1. INTRODUCTION

The consumption-based intertemporal asset pricing model has been the work horse in
theoretical as well as empirical asset pricing for more than two decades. The seminal
theoretical contributions are due to Lucas (1978) and Breeden (1979). The basic model
is aimed at explaining the behavior of stock returns over time. Numerous extensions to
other markets cover interest rates, bond returns, foreign exchange,and derivative pricing.
The basic premise is that a representative investor maximizes expected discounted time-
separable utility over an infinite horizon by choice of consumption and assetholdings.

Unfortunately, empirical evidence shows that the model suffers from several shortcom-
ings in terms of explaining actual observations (see Campbell (2000) for arecent crit-
ical review and discussion). One of the striking empirical findings about asset market
data is that long term stock returns are predicted by the dividend-price ratio (Fama and
French (1988)). There is no compelling reason within the intertemporal asset pricing
model that precisely this transformation of current dividend and price (namely, the raw
ratio) should predict particularly well, although some justification may be givenusing the
loglinear approximation of Campbell and Shiller (1988a). Empirical evidencehas given

∗We are grateful to Serena Atim Ngoro-Menyang for useful discussions and collaboration at the early
stages of this project.
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rise to a number of additional puzzles, e.g., the excess volatility puzzle, that returns vary
too much relative to subsequent changes in fundamentals (Shiller (1981)), and the equity
premium puzzle, that expected stock returns are higher than model predictions at reason-
able parameter values (Mehra and Prescott (1985)). In response, several modifications
of the basic model have been introduced, drawing, e.g., on habit persistence (Constan-
tinides (1990)), recursive (or other forms of non-separable) utility in the sense of Kreps
and Porteus (1978) and Epstein and Zin (1989), or market imperfections(Aiyagari and
Gertler (1991)) to explain the observed patterns—see Kocherlakota (1996) for a compre-
hensive review. At this point, no single modification of the basic model standsout as
the preferred specification. Some of the alternative theories are nearly indistinguishable,
based on available empirical data. Furthermore, none of the modifications ofthe model
so far has provided any further justification for using the dividend-price ratio as a return
forecast, or for choosing some other transformation of dividend and price.

In this paper, we introduce a random utility shock into the fundamental consumption-
based intertemporal asset pricing model. Our approach leads naturally to an empirically
tractable structural likelihood function. Random utility models are wide-spread and pow-
erful tools in many other disciplines, particularly in microeconometric studies, based on
the early work of McFadden (1973) on the static random utility model of discrete choice
and the generalization of Rust (1987) to the dynamic optimizing case. Surprisingly, the
asset pricing literature is nearly void of applications of this approach. A notable exception
is Hansen and Singleton (1983), who also consider a random utility extension of the Lu-
cas (1978) model and carry out likelihood analysis. However, in their paper, they impose
an assumption on the joint distribution of consumption, asset returns, and theutility shock,
and derive parametric asset pricing restrictions. As noted by Gallant (1987, pp. 437-38),
this approach is less satisfactory than full, structural maximum likelihood, i.e., imposing
distributional assumptions on consumption and the utility shock, and deriving the result-
ing endogenous distribution of asset prices, consistent with the Lucas model. We adopt
the later approach in this paper.

The likelihood approach ensures asymptotic efficiency in the inference stage and allows
easy derivation of powerful tests of distributional misspecification. In our empirical work,
the tests fail to reject some of our estimated specifications. Thus, the resultingefficiently
estimated structural model is consistent with the data, and although it is based on premises
(in particular, a suitable utility shock process) that are merely alternatives toother empir-
ical measures (habit persistence, market imperfections, etc.), we arguethat it provides a
convenient means of capturing and describing the important intertemporal features of the
data.

Our specification, which we label the RUAP (random utility asset pricing) model, gener-
ates a stochastic process for the marginal rate of intertemporal substitution (MRIS) which
translates into a model predicted asset pricing function matching the observed data on
prices and fundamentals perfectly. This model based MRIS is a function ofdividend and
price which specializes to the raw dividend-price ratio under restrictive conditions that
are rejected by the data. Without these restrictions it is shown to forecast future stock
returns better than the dividend-price ratio. Thus, our approach provides a theoretical
foundation for the derivation of the predictor, and leads to improved empirical forecasting
performance.

MRIS in our model takes the formyt+1dt/(ytdt+1), wheredt is the dividend andyt the
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random utility shock. The processyt may in turn be identified from data on asset pricespt

and dividends as

yt =
dt(b1 log(dt) + k)

pt − dtb2
,

whereb1, b2, andk are known functions of model parameters. It follows that the dividend-
price ratio only emerges as a special case whenb1 = b2 = 0. We show that this in turn
requires, among others, a serially uncorrelated random utility shockyt. Our empirical
results support serial dependence inyt, and it is the corresponding generalization (with
non-zerob’s) of the dividend-price ratio that produces a superior forecast offuture long
horizon returns. Notably, this improvement is obtained without using the long horizon
returns in the model estimation stage, i.e., out-of-sample returns are broughtin as a new
data element for the forecast comparison.

In sum, our estimation technique produces a predicted utility shock sequenceyt charac-
terizing the features of the data not captured in the basic model and improving forecasting
performance. Further structural model developments can now be aimed atexplaining our
predicted shock sequence. This way, we provide a unifying tool for organizing further
asset market research.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the randomutility asset
pricing (RUAP) model. The associated likelihood function is derived in Section 3. Section
4 introduces the data used in our empirical study. Following the literature, we try both
dividends and earnings as state variables in the asset pricing model. Section 5 presents the
results of estimation and hypothesis testing, and Section 6 concludes.

2. THE RANDOM UTILITY ASSETPRICING MODEL

We consider a random utility extension of the Lucas (1978) asset pricing model. The
infinitely lived representative agent is assumed to maximize expected discounted utility

E0

∞∑

t=0

βtu(ct, yt),

wherect is consumption,yt is the random utility shock,β is the discount factor, andu is
the period utility function. The optimization is subject to the budget constraint

ct = stdt − pt(st+1 − st),

wherest is current asset holding,st+1 is next period asset holding,pt is the asset price,
anddt the current dividend. Thus,st is determined in the previous period, and the choice
variable in periodt is st+1, which in turn determines current consumption via the budget
constraint. This is of course based on non-satiation, and we adopt the particular specifica-
tion

u(ct, yt) = yt log(ct).
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That is, preferences are logarithmic, but there is a random utility shiftyt each period. The
state variables in periodt arest, dt andyt. Here,st is last period’s control, and we assume
a bivariate vector-autoregressive (VAR) model for the dividends and utility shocks,

[
log(dt) − µd

yt − µy

]
=

[
add ady

ayd ayy

] [
log(dt−1) − µd

yt−1 − µy

]
+

[
ǫd
t

ǫy
t

]
,(1)

or, upon definingωt = (log(dt), yt)
′,

ωt − µ = A(ωt−1 − µ) + ǫt, ǫt ∼ i.i.d., E(ǫt) = 0,

whereµ = (µd, µy)
′ is the vector of unconditional means,A is the matrix of autoregressive

coefficientsadd, ady, ayd, ayy, andǫt = (ǫd
t , ǫ

y
t )

′ is the vector of current innovations to
log-dividends and utility shocks. Note that each of the two state variableslog(dt) and
yt may depend on both current and lagged values of the other. Thus, whileadd andayy

indicate the dependence of log-dividends respectively utility shocks on their own past,ady

allows the past utility shock to condition the conditional mean of current log-dividends,
andayd governs the similar effect of past log-dividends on the current utility shock. A
contemporaneous relation betweenlog(dt) andyt results ifǫd

t andǫy
t are dependent. We

assume that the processωt is stationary, i.e., that the eigenvalues ofA are less than unity
in magnitude. This random utility asset pricing model is henceforth labelled the RUAP
model.

Total asset supply is normalized to unity. In equilibrium,st = 1, soct = dt. Inserting
this condition in the first order conditions for the representative agent’s problem leads to
the stochastic Euler equation

pt = βEt

[
u′

c(ct+1, yt+1)

u′
c(ct, yt)

(dt+1 + pt+1)

]

= βEt

[
yt+1dt

ytdt+1
(dt+1 + pt+1)

]
,

which is similar to the Euler equation in the Lucas model, but in addition involves the
random utility shock. From this, we get the equilibrium asset pricing function, as stated in
the following theorem.

THEOREM 1 The unique finite equilibrium asset pricing function is given by

pt = dt

(
b1 log(dt) + k

yt

+ b2

)
,(2)

where

b = [ b1 b2 ] = [ 0 1 ]βA(I − βA)−1,

k = [ 0 1 ]
(
βI(I − βI)−1 − βA(I − βA)−1

)
µ

=
β

1 − β
µy − bµ.
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PROOF: From the Euler equation,

pt = β
dt

yt

Et[yt+1] + β
dt

yt

Et

[
yt+1

dt+1
pt+1

]

= β
dt

yt

Et[yt+1] + β2 dt

yt

Et

[
yt+1

dt+1

yt+2dt+1

yt+1dt+2
(dt+2 + pt+2)

]

= β
dt

yt

Et[yt+1] + β2 dt

yt

Et[yt+2] + β3 dt

yt

Et

[yt+2

dt+2
pt+2

]
.

Recursive substitution for future asset prices produces

pt =
dt

yt

∞∑

i=1

βiEt[yt+i],

using that the eigenvalues ofA and hence ofβA are less than unity in magnitude, so that∑
i β

iAi is summable. In particular,

Et[ωt+i] = Ai(ωt − µ) + µ,

so that

Et

[
∞∑

i=1

βiωt+i

]
= βA(I − βA)−1(ωt − µ) + βµ(1 − β)−1.

Therefore, writingyt+i = [ 0 1 ]ωt+i, we have

pt =
dt

yt

Et

[
∞∑

i=1

βi[ 0 1 ]ωt+i

]

=
dt

yt

[ 0 1 ](βA(I − βA)−1(ωt − µ) + β(1 − β)−1µ)

=
dt

yt

(bωt + k)

=
dt

yt

(b1 log(dt) + b2yt + k),

with b andk as defined in the Theorem. Q.E.D.

The Theorem yields a closed form asset pricing functionpt = p(dt, yt), thus facilitating
analysis. The functional form depends on the structural parametersβ, A andµ through
the three scalarsb1, b2, andk. The matrix expressions for these are given in the Theorem,
and they may be spelled out explicitly in terms of the individual scalar entries inA as
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b =

[
βayd

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A|
β (ayy − β(addayy − adyayd))

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A|

]

=

[
βayd

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A|
β (ayy − β|A|)

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A|

]
,

(3)

k =
β

1 − β
µy −

β (aydµd + (ayy − β|A|)µy)

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A| ,

where tr( · ) denotes the matrix trace and| · | the determinant. We note also the alternative
forms of the numerator

1 − βtr(A) + β2|A| = 1 − β(add + ayy) + β2(addayy − adyayd)

= (1 − βadd)(1 − βayy) − β2adyayd.

Importantly, the distributional form of the VAR shocksǫt does not matter for the functional
form of the asset pricing function. Of course, the asset pricing function is time invariant,
i.e., we may analyze the functionp(d, y) in general, dropping explicit time subscripts. We
collect several results in a corollary.

COROLLARY 1 For any realizationy > 0 of the random utility shock, the asset pricing
functiond → p(d, y) satisfies

lim
d→0

p(d, y) = 0.

For sufficiently larged > 0, the asset pricing function is strictly increasing and strictly
convex, with elasticity strictly in excess of unity, provided thatb1, b2 > 0.

PROOF: For non-zeroy andb1, the limit result follows from l’Hospital’s rule applied
to the ratiolog d/d−1. Differentiation of numerator and denominator yields−d−1/d−2 =
−d, which is 0 atd = 0. Differentiation of (2) produces

p′d(d, y) =
b1(log(d) + 1) + k

y
+ b2,

and the second assertion follows by takingd > exp (−(1 + k/b1)) , providedb1, b2 > 0.
Further differentiation yields

p′′dd(d, y) =
b1

dy
> 0,

showing strict convexity. Elasticity in excess of unity, i.e.,p′d d/p > 1, is equivalent to
p′d > p/d and so follows from strict convexity andp(0, y) = 0. Q.E.D.

Non-negative entries inA andA 6= 0 are sufficient conditions forb1, b2 > 0. Non-
negative entries inA imply thatβiAi and hence it’s sum has non-negative entries, andb1

andb2 are the lower left and right corners of this matrix. It becomes an empirical question
whetherA has non-negative entries, or, more generally, whetherb1, b2 > 0. We now turn
to an empirical investigation of this model.
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3. THE L IKELIHOOD FUNCTION

Consider a dataset of the form{dt, pt}T
t=0. We wish to draw inference on the para-

meters of the RUAP model from the conditional log likelihood function for{dt, pt}T
t=1,

given the initial observations(d0, p0). Here, we adopt the additional assumption that
ǫt ∼ iiN(0, Σ), the bivariate normal distribution, withΣ a positive definite variance-
covariance matrix. The normality assumption is not rejected by the data in some ofour
specifications, but it is clear from below how to derive the likelihood function from alterna-
tive distributional assumptions, given that the asset pricing function fromTheorem 1 does
not depend on the distribution ofǫt. Of course, with normality, the random utility shockyt

could in principle take on the value zero, or even negative values, but for σyy (lower right
corner element ofΣ) sufficiently small relative to the mean utility shockµy, the likelihood
of such an occurrence is diminutive. Ultimately, in practice, we are most interested in the
estimated version of the corresponding empirical model. Here,µy may be normalized to
unity without loss of generality, since the expected utility analysis is invariant toaffine
transformations ofu. Givenµy = 1, the likelihood function will keep the estimate ofσyy

away from any value that implies an appreciable probability of zero or lowervalues foryt.
Furthermore, the meanµd of log-dividends vanishes in the empirical model, since in the
implementation a common exponential detrending procedure is applied to dividends and
asset prices. Thus, the parameters to be estimated areβ and the elements ofA andΣ, a
total of eight.

The conditional RUAP model log likelihood function for the sample{dt, pt}T
t=1 given

(d0, p0) takes the form

ℓ(d, p, θ) = log(T ) − log(2
√

π2|Σ|)

+
T∑

t=1

log

∣∣∣∣
y2

t

d2
t (b1 log(dt) + k)

∣∣∣∣−
T∑

t=1

1
2ǫ⊤t Σ−1ǫt,

(4)

where the term|y2
t /(b1 log(dt)+k)| is the absolute value of the inverse determinant of the

Jacobian of the map from the error termsǫt = (ǫd
t , ǫ

y
t )

⊤ in (1) to the data(dt, pt). Note
that the full dependence on data and parameters is somewhat implicit in (4). The details
are as follows. From Theorem 1, the asset pricing function is readily inverted with respect
to yt, allowing identification of the random utility shock in terms of data and parameters
as

yt =
dt(b1 log(dt) + k)

pt − dtb2
.(5)

Here,b1, b2 andk are explicit functions of the structural parameters inβ andA, given in the
Theorem. Thus,yt is directly computable and may be inserted in the Jacobian term in (4).
Also, withyt given, along with data and parameters,ǫt may be solved recursively from the
vector-autoregression (1), fort ≥ 1, using the observedlog(d0) along withy0 identified
from d0, p0 and parameters to start the iterations. This completes the computation of the
log likelihood function.

The expression for the Jacobian above may be understood as follows. From (1), the
map fromǫt to (log(dt), yt) has unit Jacobian. The map from(log(dt), yt) to (dt, yt) has
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Jacobiandt. Using Theorem 1, the Jacobian matrix of the map from(dt, yt) to (dt, pt) is
given by

Jt =

[
1 0

b1(1+log(dt))+k

yt
+ b2 −dt(b1 log(dt)+k)

y2
t

]
,

so the relevant absolute determinant is||Jt|| = |∂pt/∂yt| = |dt(b1 log(dt) + k)/y2
t |.

Multiplication and inversion of the Jacobians produces the term|y2
t /(d2

t (b1 log(dt) + k))|
used in (4).

Intuitively, if data had been available directly onǫt, but not on(dt, pt), then the para-
meters that could be identified would be those in the distribution forǫt, namelyΣ, only. If
the available data had been on(dt, yt), instead, the vector-autoregression could have been
analyzed, too, and bothΣ andA would be identified. In reality, we have data on(dt, pt),
so potentially the parameters in the map from(dt, yt) to (dt, pt) can be identified, in ad-
dition. Clearly, bothβ andA enter this map, but identification of the remaining structural
parameterβ requires in addition that this enters in a suitably non-redundant way in the
asset pricing function, or, equivalently, in (5). In fact, from the expressions forb1, b2 and
k, β is a strong determining factor for these, and hence for the asset pricing function, as
might be expected, and all eight parameters are identified.

The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)̂θ of θ = (β, A,Σ) is determined by maxi-
mizing the log likelihood function iteratively using a numerical scheme similar to Newton-
Raphson. The actual implementation uses the BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno)
algorithm (see Coleman and Li (1996)), which applies rank-two updates tothe Hessian
and line search in each iteration and is more efficient than the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
algorithm. The BFGS algorithm allows using nonlinear constraints to avoid that the it-
erations diverge, but the final optima were interior in all cases, and asymptotic standard
errors calculated off the squareroots of minus the inverse Hessian−H−1 at θ̂. Under the
distributional assumptions, the MLE is consistent, asymptotically normal and efficient,√

T (θ̂ − θ)
∼→ N(0, i−1), wherei is the information matrix andi−1 the Cramer-Rao

lower bound. The indicated procedure yields consistent estimates of the asymptotic stan-
dard errors.

Since the asset pricing function from Theorem 1 does not depend on normality of the
error termsǫt, the log likelihood functions corresponding to alternative distributional as-
sumptions would involve the same Jacobian and the sameǫt’s as in (4). This point is
important. In particular, the only parameters in the Jacobian and inǫt are those from
the structural model, namely,β andA. The parameters inΣ do not enter here. Chang-
ing distributional assumption therefore amounts to using some other bivariate log density
log f(ǫt, Σ̃) instead of the Gaussian− log(2

√
π2|Σ|)− 1

2ǫ⊤t Σ−1ǫt. The revised parameter

setΣ̃ could include the variance-covariance matrixΣ, as well as other non-structural (e.g.
shape) parameters. In our empirical work below, we find that the normality assumption
is adequate forǫy

t for the full data period, whereas normality ofǫd
t applies in subperiods

(skewness presents no problem, but the variance is changing, leading tooverall excess kur-
tosis). We focus on the structural model issues and retain the Gaussian likelihood func-
tion throughout. For robustness against departures from distributionalassumptions, we
compared standard errors to those based on the squareroots of the sandwich-type (quasi-
maximum likelihood) estimatorH−1BH−1, whereB is the sum of outer products of the
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individual score contributions, and the differences were negligible.

4. DATA

We use the data on stock prices, dividends, and earnings provided by Robert J. Shiller.1

The data span the period from 1871 to 2000. The stock prices are January levels of the S&P
Composite Stock Price Index. The model has been cast in terms of dividends, following
Lucas (1978), but we do consider earnings data as a possible alternative to dividend data,
following, e.g., LeRoy and Porter (1981) and Campbell and Shiller (1988a). The dividends
and earnings series are based on annual data from the S&P Statistical Service Security
Price Index Record back to 1926, and annual data from Cowles and Associates (1939)
before that. All series are deflated using the CPI. For comparison with the literature as well
as to achieve robustness with respect to possible different behavior during the apparent
stock market bubble period starting in 1995, we also consider a pre-bubble subperiod,
ending in 1994.

The deflated series are transformed to deviations around a common long-run exponen-
tial trendτt = eα0+α1t by measuring their values as relative to this. The coefficients are
determined by regression using raw log-dividends,log(draw

t ) = α0 + α1t + ut, and the
series actually used in the analysis aredt = draw

t /τt for dividends andpt = praw
t /τt for

prices. The transformation implies that the zero-mean conditionE(log(d)) = 0 on divi-
dends is without loss of generality. The trend coefficients are reestimated for each period
under consideration, and also reestimated when using earnings in place ofdividends. The
α1-estimate for the full period is 1.0245% for dividends and 1.4388% for earnings. Figure
1 shows the resulting full period series forpt anddt in standarized form (zero mean, unit
variance).

5. ESTIMATION RESULTS

In the following, we consider the results of structural estimation and model selection
using annual data for the full 1871-2000 period, as well as for the different subperiods.
In addition, we consider the forecasting properties of the utility shock sequenceyt iden-
tified from the estimated model, and we compare with results using earnings in place of
dividends.

5.1. RESULTS FOR THE FULL PERIOD1871-2000

Table 1 shows the estimation results for the full period from 1871, using dividends (as
opposed to earnings) fordt in the model. The first line shows the results from estimation
of the full model, with eight parameters. The discount factorβ is estimated at .955, sig-
nificantly below unity at conventional levels (asymptotic standard errors in parentheses).
The parametersadd andayy are estimated at just below .8, and quite precisely, indicat-
ing strong persistence in both state variables, but no unit root problem. The parameter
ady is significantly negative, judged from the estimated standard error. This suggests that

1See www.econ.yale.edu
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current, unobserved utility shocks impact future consumption (dividends). In particular, a
higher marginal utility function now implies lower future consumption. This is consistent
with rational, maximizing behavior, since the marginal utility process is mean reverting
(ayy < 1), so that current increases are viewed as temporary and thus yield an incentive to
consume now rather than later. Of course, in equilibrium, the dividends supplied must be
consumed, and the estimation procedure generates fitted state variables rationalizing the
observed dividends as consumption choices. The literature is rich on examples of observed
variables that do not predict future dividends, which are typically takenas driven by an
exogenous process, as in the original Lucas (1978) model. Our resultsidentify a variable
yt which does predict future dividends. This causality is unidirectional: From Table 1, the
parameterayd is insignificantly different from zero, indicating that lagged dividends do
not condition the distribution of utility shocks.

Of the three parameters inΣ, the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances, the
two individual variancesσdd andσyy of d andy are significant. In particular, the utility
shock is, indeed, non-degenerate and random, consistent with the needfor this random
utility generalization of the basic asset pricing model. Shocks to marginal utility and
consumption are contemporaneously positively correlated, as might be expected, but the
relevant parameter,σdy, is only borderline significant, based on the associated standard
error (asymptotict-statistic of 1.97).

Each of the following lines in Table 1 shows the results of estimation under a particular
parametric restriction. In turn, each of the parametersady, ayd andσdy, and all combina-
tions hereof, are restricted to zero. The last column shows the value of themaximized log
likelihood function, for each of the specifications. Likelihood ratio tests confirm the con-
clusions based on the asymptotic standard errors, that marginal utility causes consumption
(ady < 0), but not the reverse (ayd = 0 is not rejected), and that the contemporaneous
conditional correlation of the two is barely significant (σdy ≈ 0). In view of the weak
correlation, it seems reasonable to consider also the joint test ofH0 : ayd = 0, σdy = 0
against the full model in the first line. The estimates under these restrictions appear in
line 7 of Table 1. The test fails to reject at conventional levels (−2 log Q = 4.85, with
a p-value of 8.8% in theχ2-distribution on two degrees of freedom). None of the other
parameters are particularly sensitive to the restrictions imposed. The final model is that
in the third line of the Table, with seven parameters, or that in the seventh line, with six
parameters, and the implications of the two are similar. Both models imply thatayd = 0,
that is, current dividends do not predict future utility shocks. In the model in line seven,
σdy = 0 in addition, implying also lack of contemporaneous conditional correlation be-
tween dividends and utility shocks. In either model, the restrictionady = 0 is strongly
rejected, i.e., dividends are indeed predicted by previous utility shocks. Thus, the relation
between marginal utility and dividends is predominantly dynamic in nature, and negative
(ady < 0, σdy ≈ 0).

Figure 1 shows the time series of predicted values of random utility shocksyt from
the structural model, using parameter estimates from the unrestricted model (first line of
Table 1), together withpt anddt. Evidently,yt is countercyclical, corresponding to the
negative estimate ofady in the model. Low marginal utility of current consumption spurs
investment, leading to increases in asset prices and future dividends.

Figure 2 shows the standardized series for the two stochastic shocksǫy
t andǫd

t in the
model. The figure shows that although there are signs of positive contemporaneous cor-
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relation, the effect is not particularly strong. This confirms the estimation results, where
σdy is found to be at best borderline significant. Figure 2 furthermore reveals a data break
around 1959, when the procedure for calculation of the CPI deflator changed. After the
break, both error terms appear smoother and less volatile. This change in volatility could
lead to apparent excess kurtosis in normality tests based on the marginal distribution. This
is investigated in Figure 3. The figure shows the histograms and fitted normal distributions
for ǫy

t (panel (a)) andǫd
t (panel (b)). There is no problem with the normality assumption for

ǫy
t . The joint Jarque-Bera test for lack of skewness and excess kurtosis (also shown in the

figure) takes the value 4.07, for ap-value of 13% in the asymptoticχ2
2-distribution. The

separate tests for no skewness and kurtosis also fail to reject (p-values of 5.3% and 58%,
respectively). From panel (b), forǫd

t , skewness is not a major problem (p-value of 4.5%),
but the series does exhibit excess kurtosis, thus confirming the impressionfrom Figure
2. We reestimated the model for the separate subperiods before and afterthe 1959 break
in CPI calculation, and found no departures from normality within subperiods. Figure
4 shows the distributions and (insignificant) test statistics for the most recentsubperiod,
after 1959. From Section 2, the asset pricing function does not dependon normality, so
the expressions for the calculatedǫt-series and the Jacobian in the likelihood function are
invariant to distributional assumptions (only their numerical values would change with the
parametersβ andA), and we do not pursue the possibility of modifying the distributional
assumptions any further. Instead, we focus on results on the structuralmodel, using the
Gaussian conditional log likelihood function, and inference and conclusions are similar
whether using standard errors based on the negative inverse Hessianor the sandwich-style
QML formula (Section 3).

5.2. THE PRE-BUBBLE PERIOD1871-1994

The findingady < 0 and the implied predictive power ofyt with respect to future
dividends and prices is a strong result on the structure of asset pricingin this market. It
is clearly important to assess the robustness of the result. For one, it may bespeculated
that the findings are driven by the apparent bubble effect that characterized stock markets
since the mid-nineties and until the end of our sample period. To examine this issue, we
reestimate the model after discarding all observations from 1995 and later.

The results appear in Table 2 , which is laid out as Table 1. The parameter estimates
and standard errors are very similar to those in Table 1. The estimates ofadd andayy

are slightly lower than in Table 1, as expected, since the bubble has been removed, but
the difference is very slight. The point estimate ofayd is now negative, but again highly
insignificant. As in Table 1, the final model is that in the third or seventh line, where
ayd = 0, and possiblyσdy = 0 (seventh line). Specifically, the test of the model in the
seventh line against that in the first now takes the value 4.052, with ap-value of 13.2%. In
the model in line seven, the parameterady remains negative and strongly significant. Thus,
the main findings, thatyt predictsdt, but not the reverse, and that the contemporaneous
conditional correlation between the two is weak, are robust to removing the bubble period
from the data.
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5.3. OUT-OF-SAMPLE LONG-HORIZON RETURN REGRESSIONS

The observation that our model produces a utility shock sequenceyt that predicts divi-
dends and prices suggests that it may be used in a more general return forecasting context.
In the literature, there has been a strong interest in predictions of multi-period returns from
the dividend-price ratio or dividend yield, see, e.g., Fama and French (1988), henceforth
FF. In particular, this variable has been found to have more predictive power with respect
to long-term stock returns than other candidates, including interest rate related variables.
Following FF, the relevant regression specification takes the form

rt+1 + · · · + rt+K = αK + βKzt + ǫt,(6)

wherert+j is the log stock returnj periods in the future, andzt is the current variable used
to predict theK-period stock return. Given our results, it is natural to inquire how well our
estimatedyt series fares in comparison with the dividend-price ratiodt/pt in place ofzt

in the regression. In particular, forb1 = b2 = 0, it follows from (5) that our model based
yt reduces to the dividend-price ratiodt/pt. Our empirical results are consistent with
ayd = 0, and henceb1 = 0, using the expressions for theb-coefficients in (3). However,
givenayd = 0, the conditionb2 = 0 requires that eitherayy = 0 or βadd = 1. Clearly,
both may be rejected, based on our empirical results in Tables 1 and 2. Thus, utility
shocks are significantly positively autocorrelated, and both the discountfactorβ and the
autocorrelation parameter of log-dividends (in deviations from the exponential trend)add

fall short of unity. We conclude thatyt differs statistically fromdt/pt.2 It remains an
empirical matter whether it also forecasts long-horizon stock returns better.

Simply sticking theyt-series considered e.g. in Figure 1 into the above specification (6)
in place ofzt would produce a regression of the in-sample variety, in that the structural
parameter estimates used in calculating theyt-variables are based on past as well as future
information. This would in part give theyt-forecast the benefit of hindsight. Therefore,
we adopt an out-of-sample approach, instead, for our forecasting analysis. Thus, for each
t, starting att = 20 (the year 1890), we now carry out a full structural estimation using
only data throught, and use the resulting parameter estimates when calculatingyt. These
consecutive estimations therefore use only information available to investorsat t in con-
structingyt. This provides for a fair comparison with the alternative forecastdt/pt, which
is also part of the same information set. In particular, the question is whether the estimated
structural asset pricing model may be used to produce a better forecastof subsequent re-
turns than that entailed in the dividend-price ratio att, using only information available at
t.

We implement the regression for the full period, with the forecast horizonK ranging
from 1 to 4 years. The results are shown in Table 3. Panel A shows results usingyt based
on the model from the first line in Table 1, with eight parameters. Panel B shows results
usingyt from the model in line seven of Table 1, with six parameters (ayd = σdy = 0
imposed). The first two columns show the univariate regression results, whereyt plays
the role ofzt in the regression (6). In both panels, the estimated regression coefficients

2In relation to Corollary 1, the parameter estimates in the first line of Table 1 give rise tob1 = .27,
b2 = 3.09, andk = 18.13, and those in the seventh line yieldb1 = 0, b2 = 3.12, andk = 18.10. For the
unrestricted parameters, the conditionsb1, b2 > 0 from the Corollary are satisfied, even though the entries of
A are not all non-negative, and sinceb2 > 0 for both parameter sets,yt does not reduce todt/pt.
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increase with the forecast horizon, from about .12 for the one-year forecast,K = 1,
to about .47 for the four-year forecast,K = 4. Similarly, the associatedt-statistics (in
parentheses) increase from 1.9 (K = 1) to 2.4 (K = 4), and adjustedR2 increases from
3% to 11%. Allt-statistics are based on Newey and West (1987) (NW) heteroskedasticity
and autocorrelation consistent standard errors. In particular, forK-period returns, there is
an overlap of lengthK − 1 among consecutive left hand side variables, and we use the
NW estimator with lag lengthK − 1.

The next two columns of Table 3 show the results when the dividend-price ratio zt =
dt/pt enters the regression (6) instead ofyt from our model. These results are common
across the first two panels, as our model plays no role for these univariate regressions. As
expected, the regression coefficients are different from the coefficients onyt. Consistent
with FF, the coefficients increase with the forecast horizon. Thet-statistics andR2 also
increase withK, from 1.6 to 2.2, and from 2% to 9%, similarly to thezt = yt case. The
common pattern of increase in coefficient with forecast horizon and, particularly, the very
similar t-statistics andR2 suggest thatyt has as much predictive power for long-horizon
stock returns as the dividend-price ratio.

We also consider the encompassing specification

rt+1 + · · · + rt+K = αK + γKyt + δK

dt

pt

+ ǫt.(7)

The final three columns of Table 3 report the results. Quite strikingly, the coefficientγK

on yt is positive and significant and the coefficientδK on the dividend-price ratiodt/pt

is negative throughout. This indicates thatyt is actually a better forecast of long-horizon
returns than the dividend-price ratio.

We also carry out the analysis using the log dividend-price ratiolog(dt/pt) instead of
the raw ratiodt/pt. This may provide a useful comparison and robustness check, for at
least two reasons. Firstly, the log-transformed series may be expected to have better statis-
tical properties than the untransformed series. Secondly, in Campbell andShiller (1988a)’s
present value framework using loglinear approximation,log(dt/pt) comes out as a cointe-
gration residual suitable e.g. as explanatory variable in forecasting regressions. In contrast,
the similar residual in the present value model without loglinear approximation would be
dt/(1 + R) − pt, but this requires thatR is a constant conditional expected return. As
the log dividend-price ratio emerges from a model not assuming constant conditional ex-
pected returns and is free of unknown parameters (such asR), it provides a useful bench-
mark forecast of long-horizon returns, to compareyt from our model against. To be sure,
Campbell and Shiller (1988a) worked with data that were not detrended, but as our de-
trending procedure consists of dividing each series by a common deflatorτt, this cancels
when forming the ratiodt/pt, and the logarithm of this.

The results of the forecast comparison with the log dividend-price ratio are shown in
the last two panels of Table 3. The first two columns are unchanged from the panels above,
asyt from the RUAP model is unchanged. Thus, Panel C corresponds to Panel A, using
the same estimated model from Table 1, and Panel D corresponds to Panel B. The next
two columns in each panel show the results for the new variablelog(dt/pt). Using this
as the explanatory variablezt in the univariate regression (6) produces coefficients that
increase withK, from .06 to .34, and are relatively close to the similar coefficients from
univariate regression onyt from our model. Recalling the functional dependence ofyt
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on pt and bothdt and log dt, it is clear thatyt can carry similar information to that in
the log dividend-price ratio. In terms of inference, we find thatt-statistics andR2 for
the univariate regressions onlog(dt/pt) again are similar to those from the regressions
on yt anddt/pt, although in this case in fact slightly lower. The last columns show the
results of the encompassing regression analysis, substitutinglog(dt/pt) for dt/pt in (7).
Here, the coefficientγK onyt is again significantly positive and increasing in the forecast
horizonK. On the other hand, the coefficientδK on log(dt/pt) gets a perverse negative
sign throughout.

The results suggest thatyt is a useful forecast of long-horizon stock returns, subsuming
the information content of the dividend-price ratio (dividend yield), whether or not the
log-transform is applied to the latter.

5.4. PRE-BUBBLE FORECAST REGRESSIONS

To test the robustness of the results from the forecast regressions, we again consider
the pre-bubble period 1871-1994, as in Table 2 above. The results appear in Table 4,
which is laid out as Table 3. The time period used for the forecast regressions in FF was
1927 to 1986. Ending in 1986 of course avoids the bubble issue, too. Whilewe include
more data both before and after the FF period, eliminating the bubble-period still allows
us to compare results more directly with FF than when the bubble-period is included.
Continuing until 1994 instead of 1986 in addition facilitates comparison with results in
Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997, p. 269) (CLM), who use a 1927-1994 period. In fact,
from Table 4, parameter estimates,t-statistics andR2 are now quite close to those reported
in FF, and especially to those in CLM, for the comparable regressions withzt = dt/pt,
respectivelyzt = log(dt/pt). We find coefficients ondt/pt increasing withK from 3.1
to 10.8, witht-statistics from 2.8 to 3.5, andR2 from 5% to 16%. FF report estimates for
K = 1 to 4 ranging from 3.4 to 14.4, witht-statistics andR2 growing from 1.7 to 3.3
and from 3% to 29%. The source of differences in results is the remaining difference in
periods, after eliminating the bubble-period. FF report results for both nominal and real
returns, and for the dividend yield defined as eitherdt/pt or dt/pt−1. As our data are
deflated by the CPI, our results are most comparable to their results for real returns. As
we use the Shiller data, where the stock price is measured at the beginning ofthe year or
traded cum-dividend, our results are most comparable to their results fordt/pt−1. Overall,
the FF results for the two versions of the dividend yield are very similar in anycase, and
close to ours, and we get results essentially identical to theirs fordt/pt−1 when restricting
attention to the 1927-1986 period (not reported).

The alternative univariate regression onyt from our model (first columns of Table 4,
Panels A and B) producest-statistics andR2 that are slightly higher than those obtained
usingzt = dt/pt (following two columns). The multivariate regression for the full eight-
parameter model (last three columns of Table 4, Panel A) shows that, again, yt is a better
forecast than the dividend-price ratio. The coefficient onyt is positive and significant,
and that on the dividend-price ratio negative. The results from the reduced six-parameter
model (Panel B) are similar.

We get results even closer to those in CLM in the last two panels, C and D, as they
used data through 1994, and applied the log-transform to the dividend-price ratio. Thus,
for the univariate regression withzt = log(dt/pt), we get coefficients increasing from .15
to .51, witht-statistics from 2.8 to 3.4, andR2 from 5% to 16%. CLM report coefficients
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from .20 to .65, witht-statistics from 2.3 find to 4.6 andR2 from 7% to 26%. As before,
t-statistics andR2 are higher in the univariate regressions onyt (first columns of each
panel) than onlog(dt/pt). Again, the coefficientδK on log(dt/pt) turns negative in the
multivariate regression, whereas the coefficientγK on yt is positive, and for largeK also
statistically significant.

The comparisons with both FF and CLM show that our data are not unusual.We get
similar results for comparable univariate regressions. Although our multivariate results
may be plagued by multicollinearity to some extent, the predictive power ofyt from our
model appears from both the univariate and multivariate out-of-sample forecasting results
to be stronger than that ofdt/pt or log(dt/pt) for long-horizon return forecasts.

5.5. EARNINGS DATA

In part of the literature on intertemporal asset pricing, earnings are used in place of
dividends (see, e.g., LeRoy and Porter (1981) and Campbell and Shiller(1988b)). It is
of interest to investigate which of our results carry over to the earnings case. Thus, we
reestimate our model for the full period, as in Table 1, with dividends replaced by earnings
throughout.

The results based on earnings appear in Table 5. Clearly, there are somedifferences
in inferences, compared to Table 1. In the full model, first line of Table 5, both ady and
ayd are negative and insignificant, whereasσdy is strongly significant. It is as though the
predictive effect ofyt with respect to dividends in Table 1 (ady < 0) has been replaced by
a contemporaneous conditional correlation betweenyt and earnings, consistent with the
notion that dividends adjust sluggishly, relative to earnings. The final model is now that in
the second or third line, setting eitherady or ayd to zero, which in either case then leaves
the opposite parameter negative and significant. Thus, the data reveal some information
on a link betweenyt and earnings: One of the two must forecast the other.

Since the results are less clearcut than in the dividend case, we look to the long-horizon
forecasting regressions for additional information. Table 6 is laid out as Table 3. Earnings
replace dividends everywhere in the regressions. As in the dividend case, coefficient esti-
mates,t-statistics andR2 all increase with the forecast horizonK in the univariate regres-
sions. This is so in all models considered, whetheryt from our model or the earnings-price
ratio is used as explanatory variable, and with or without the log-transform.In Panel A
(full eight-parameter model), thet-statistics for the coefficients onyt range from 2.5 to
2.8, and the associated adjustedR2-ratios increase from 5% (K = 1) to 13% (K = 4).
The correspondingt-ratios andR2 are quite similar in the regressions using the earnings-
price ratio instead ofyt (next two columns of the table), when using the log earnings-price
ratio (Panel D) and when usingyt from the restricted models, withady = 0 in Panels B
and E, andayd = 0 in Panels C and F. Turning to the multivariate regressions (last three
columns of the table), the picture is somewhat as in the dividend case, albeit abit more
mixed. In Panels A and B, the coefficientsγK onyt andδK ondt/pt are both insignificant
for K = 1. The coefficientγK on yt and it’s t-statistic are positive and increasing inK,
reachingt = 1.8 and 2.0 forK = 4 in the two panels, whereas the earnings-price ratio
gets a perverse negative coefficient in the multivariate regressions forK > 1. These re-
sults are essentially the same when using the log earnings-price ratio (PanelsD and E), and
they suggest thatyt is a better forecast of returns than the earnings-price ratio. The results
from Panels C and F, imposingayd = 0, are different, and suggest that the earnings-price
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ratio is a better forecast thanyt.
All in all, the conclusion is thatyt from our model predicts long-term stock returns

out-of-sample at least as well as the dividend-price ratio, the earnings-price ratio and their
logarithms, and actually better in several of our specifications. Specifically, when using
dividends rather than earnings, the results uniformly supportyt as the best forecast. When
using earnings data, instead, the results depend on the precise version of the RUAP model
adopted (whether earnings depend on lagged utility shocks or the reverse), but the results
for the full, unrestricted model (mutual dependence) again suggest thatyt is the best fore-
cast, subsuming the information content of the earnings-price ratio and it’s logarithm.

5.6. OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECASTERRORS

The forecasts considered in the long-horizon regressions are out-of-sample forecasts
in the sense that bothyt anddt/pt are based on data available to investors at timet. In
particular, the parameters that enteryt are estimated from prevailing data at timet. On
the other hand, the regression coefficients are estimated using all data. Thus, the overall
forecast, including regression coefficients, namely,αK + βKzt in (6), wherezt may beyt

or dt/pt, is not a true out-of-sample forecast. This issue is addressed, e.g., in FF and in
Goyal and Welch (2003). In these papers, forecast errors are calculated by reestimating
the regression coefficientsαK andβK every period, using only prevailing data at each
point in time. In order to investigate whetheryt continues to perform as well as, or better
than, the dividend-price ratio, even in the sense of producing smaller forecast errors when
forecasting regressions use only prevailing data at each point in time, we replicate the
procedure from these papers.

Our yt series starts in 1891, since the first 20 years are set aside for the firststructural
estimation of the RUAP model. This is reestimated in each of the following years, using
prevailing data, thus allowing construction of theyt series,t = 1891, ..., 2000, exactly as
in the previous subsections 5.3-5.5. Next, the long-horizon regressionsare implemented,
but using only data onyt anddt/pt from t = 1891, ..., T, starting withT = 1911, and
running new regressions for eachT = 1911, ..., 2000−K, whereK is the forecast horizon.
Each regression is used to calculate a single true out-of-sample forecasterror, namely, the
forecast error obtained in periodT + 1 if using coefficients estimated based on prevailing
data atT .

The resulting distribution of out-of-sample forecast errors is summarized inTable 7.
What is reported is the mean squared forecast errorR2, following FF. Thus,R2 = 1 −
MSFE/s2, where MSFE is the mean squared forecast error across the periods used, and
s2 is the variance of the long-term return being forecast. Note that thisR2 is not the usual
coefficient of determination for any single regression, but is calculated from a sequence of
forecast errors, each based on a separate regression using prevailing data. The first column
of the table indicates the forecast horizonK. Following Goyal and Welch (2003), we show
in the second column theR2 obtained when using the prevailing mean of the long-term
return as a forecast of the future return. The third column shows theR2 that obtains when
using our RUAP model forecastyt (full, unrestricted model). The last two columns show
the results when using the dividend-price ratio or its logarithm. Panel A shows the full
period results. Panel B shows the results using the pre-bubble period ending in 1994.
Panel C shows the results using earnings in place of dividends throughout. For sufficiently
long forecast horizons,K = 3 and 4, the highestR2 is in all cases obtained using the
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forecast based on ouryt. ForK = 1 and using dividends, the prevailing mean is actually
the best forecast in the full period. The same is true forK = 2, but here, this forecast
becomes the worst when removing the bubble period (Panel B). In general, the results for
K = 1 and 2 are quite mixed.

Although the superiority ofyt for longer horizons is uniform, based on the rawR2

values, Diebold and Mariano (1995) tests for differences in performance between the pre-
vailing mean and the alternative forecasts are all insignificant, taking valuesin the range
from−.76 to 1.05. This result is similar to that in Goyal and Welch (2003), who examined
the performance of the dividend-price ratio relative to the prevailing mean.The lack of
significance is not surprising in view of recent results of Brennan and Xia (2004). They
show that even if there is true return predictability, available regression techniques might
often not recover this for realistic parameter values. Nonetheless, they show that use of the
forecasting relation may well be beneficial in a portfolio planning context, even when it
appears statistically insignificant. In spite of the insignificant Diebold-Mariano tests, it is
thus of interest to investigate further the relative performance of the alternative forecasts.
In fact, theR2 results in Table 7 summarize the average performance over the period, but
does not show the evolution over time of the relative performance of the alternative fore-
casts. Following Goyal and Welch (2003), the dynamics may be captured bygraphically
depicting the relative performance of each measure, vis-a-vis the prevailing mean. This is
done in Figure 5.

What is shown in the Figure 5 is the cumulated net squared out-of-sample forecast error
through the period indicated on the first axis. Precisely, this is

∑T
t=1911(SEt(P)−SEt(M),

whereSEt(P) is the squared forecast error in periodt when using the prevailing mean as
forecast,SEt(M) is the squared forecast error when using the forecast based on the model
in question (RUAP or dividend-price ratio), andT indicates the period on the first axis.
For the model to do better than the prevailing mean throughT , the line must be above
the zero level. For long-term forecasts,K = 4, the figure shows that all candidate fore-
casts generally do better than the prevailing mean, and that the line corresponding to the
RUAP-based forecast lies above those for the dividend-price ratio and its logarithm. Thus,
the latent state variableyt produced by our model outperforms the alternative measures
dynamically, and not only in terms of the overallR2. This reinforces the impression that
the RUAP-based forecast is in fact the best of those considered here.

Figure 5 also shows results for short-term forecasts,K = 1. This was the case consid-
ered in Goyal and Welch (2003), so our figure is comparable to theirs as far as the forecast
based ondt/pt goes, and for the period common to the studies, i.e., fromT = 1946 and
on. In fact, ourdt/pt measure based on the Shiller data is most comparable to the CRSP
based measure they label dividend yield, and our figure confirms the dip inperformance
relative to the prevailing mean which they report for the period from the mid-fifties to the
early seventies. Consistent with theR2 values from Table 7, the figure also shows that the
superiority of the RUAP forecast does not extend to the short-term forecasts,K = 1.

Overall, the analysis of true out-of-sample forecast errors confirms that the sequence
of latent variablesyt backed out from the RUAP model provides better forecasts of long
horizon stock returns than the dividend-price ratio and its logarithm.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a structural asset pricing model, the RUAP model,
with random utility shocks that simultaneously serve to capture movements in the mar-
ginal rate of intertemporal substitution (MRIS) and allow estimation by full-information
maximum likelihood. Rather than imposing an outside assumption on the joint distribution
of dividends, prices, and utility shocks, we impose assumptions on dividends and utility
shocks and derive the resulting endogenous distribution of asset prices. Our empirical
application shows that the model fits the data reasonably well. The estimated version of
the model produces a time series of predicted latent utility or MRIS shocksyt, for which
the associated fitted residual series conforms with the distributional assumption. Further-
more, the resulting seriesyt is shown to be a more informative forecast of long-horizon
asset returns than the classical dividend-price ratio, and variations thereof.

Why would the particular function of prices and dividends given byyt from the RUAP
model forecast future returns better than transformations of the dividend-price ratio? It
is possible that by inverting a structural model with respect to the relevant unobservable,
we have identified an important portion of the information in current observables. Thus,
yt may be viewed as an approximately sufficient statistic for the history of dividends and
asset prices throught. The question remains whether a more complicated structural model,
e.g., allowing for different shocks to MRIS and the rate of relative risk aversion (unity in
our model), would allow backing out an even more informative latent variablethanyt. We
leave this question for future research.
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TABLE 1

STRUCTURAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES FORRUAP MODEL, 1871-2000

β add ayy ady ayd σdd σyy σdy ℓ

0.955
(0.003)

0.778
(0.062)

0.797
(0.039)

−0.089
(0.033)

0.018
(0.089)

0.111
(0.007)

0.181
(0.018)

0.205
(0.104)

-247.710

0.956
(0.003)

0.801
(0.053)

0.797
(0.035)

0 −0.055
(0.087)

0.114
(0.007)

0.184
(0.020)

0.130
(0.106)

-251.523

0.955
(0.003)

0.772
(0.052)

0.793
(0.034)

−0.088
(0.033)

0 0.111
(0.007)

0.181
(0.018)

0.193
(0.086)

-247.730

0.955
(0.002)

0.758
(0.053)

0.782
(0.036)

−0.074
(0.033)

−0.074
(0.076)

0.111
(0.007)

0.182
(0.017)

0 -249.650

0.956
(0.003)

0.811
(0.052)

0.804
(0.033)

0 0 0.114
(0.007)

0.186
(0.021)

0.169
(0.087)

-251.715

0.956
(0.003)

0.802
(0.052)

0.787
(0.035)

0 −0.111
(0.071)

0.114
(0.007)

0.181
(0.019)

0 -252.279

0.955
(0.002)

0.763
(0.053)

0.793
(0.034)

−0.082
(0.032)

0 0.111
(0.007)

0.181
(0.017)

0 -250.136

0.956
(0.003)

0.801
(0.052)

0.792
(0.034)

0 0 0.114
(0.007)

0.184
(0.019)

0 -253.518

NOTE: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses.

TABLE 2

STRUCTURAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES FORRUAP MODEL, 1871-1994

β add ayy ady ayd σdd σyy σdy ℓ

0.954
(0.002)

0.762
(0.059)

0.763
(0.046)

−0.108
(0.039)

−0.013
(0.083)

0.113
(0.007)

0.171
(0.015)

0.173
(0.100)

-226.081

0.954
(0.003)

0.799
(0.054)

0.772
(0.043)

0 −0.060
(0.085)

0.116
(0.007)

0.172
(0.017)

0.123
(0.106)

-230.140

0.954
(0.002)

0.767
(0.053)

0.766
(0.042)

−0.109
(0.038)

0 0.113
(0.007)

0.171
(0.015)

0.181
(0.088)

-226.093

0.954
(0.002)

0.751
(0.054)

0.752
(0.044)

−0.097
(0.038)

−0.078
(0.075)

0.113
(0.007)

0.171
(0.015)

0 -227.550

0.954
(0.003)

0.810
(0.053)

0.781
(0.040)

0 0 0.116
(0.007)

0.175
(0.018)

0.166
(0.090)

-230.387

0.954
(0.002)

0.802
(0.053)

0.759
(0.044)

0 −0.109
(0.071)

0.116
(0.007)

0.170
(0.016)

0 -230.820

0.954
(0.002)

0.757
(0.054)

0.766
(0.042)

−0.104
(0.038)

0 0.113
(0.007)

0.171
(0.015)

0 -228.107

0.954
(0.003)

0.800
(0.054)

0.766
(0.042)

0 0 0.116
(0.007)

0.173
(0.017)

0 -232.020

NOTE: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 3

LONG-HORIZON RETURN REGRESSIONS, 1871-2000

r = β y + e r = β d/p + e r = γ y + δ d/p + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel A: Full Model
1 0.119

(1.898)
0.028 1.743

(1.579)
0.017 1.513

(3.377)
−27.899
(−2.960)

0.083

2 0.243
(2.115)

0.054 3.725
(1.829)

0.037 2.631
(3.308)

−47.893
(−2.854)

0.133

3 0.327
(2.082)

0.071 5.324
(1.878)

0.056 3.240
(2.986)

−58.572
(−2.559)

0.160

4 0.471
(2.442)

0.109 7.849
(2.235)

0.089 4.045
(2.919)

−72.025
(−2.472)

0.210

Panel B: Restricted Model,ayd = σdy = 0
1 0.111

(1.792)
0.025 1.743

(1.579)
0.017 0.952

(2.181)
−17.024
(−1.833)

0.047

2 0.234
(2.062)

0.051 3.725
(1.829)

0.037 1.989
(2.725)

−35.615
(−2.258)

0.099

3 0.317
(2.038)

0.069 5.324
(1.878)

0.056 2.593
(2.566)

−46.324
(−2.130)

0.129

4 0.456
(2.380)

0.105 7.849
(2.235)

0.089 3.180
(2.331)

−55.597
(−1.910)

0.170

r = β y + e r = β log (d/p) + e r = γ y + δ log (d/p) + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel C: Full Model
1 0.119

(1.898)
0.028 0.064

(1.207)
0.012 0.703

(3.932)
−0.515
(−3.153)

0.073

2 0.243
(2.115)

0.054 0.148
(1.410)

0.028 1.379
(3.354)

−1.030
(−2.526)

0.123

3 0.327
(2.082)

0.071 0.221
(1.543)

0.045 1.828
(3.039)

−1.387
(−2.290)

0.152

4 0.471
(2.442)

0.109 0.338
(1.905)

0.076 2.327
(2.763)

−1.737
(−2.076)

0.197

Panel D: Restricted Model,ayd = σdy = 0
1 0.111

(1.792)
0.025 0.064

(1.207)
0.012 0.552

(3.160)
−0.394
(−2.388)

0.053

2 0.234
(2.062)

0.051 0.148
(1.410)

0.028 1.153
(3.036)

−0.845
(−2.153)

0.102

3 0.317
(2.038)

0.069 0.221
(1.543)

0.045 1.556
(2.827)

−1.162
(−2.024)

0.130

4 0.456
(2.380)

0.105 0.338
(1.905)

0.076 1.953
(2.566)

−1.421
(−1.814)

0.169

NOTE: Asymptotict-statistics based on Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 4

LONG-HORIZON RETURN REGRESSIONS, 1871-1994

r = β y + e r = β d/p + e r = γ y + δ d/p + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel A: Full Model
1 0.195

(3.194)
0.065 3.061

(2.753)
0.046 1.285

(2.599)
−22.169
(−2.104)

0.096

2 0.365
(3.598)

0.111 5.892
(3.157)

0.083 2.253
(2.678)

−38.443
(−2.153)

0.157

3 0.467
(3.425)

0.141 7.946
(3.129)

0.116 2.675
(2.406)

−45.040
(−1.913)

0.188

4 0.624
(3.736)

0.188 10.802
(3.498)

0.161 3.359
(2.354)

−55.866
(−1.857)

0.243

Panel B: Restricted Model,ayd = σdy = 0
1 0.185

(3.056)
0.060 3.061

(2.753)
0.046 0.716

(1.502)
−10.923
(−1.062)

0.068

2 0.353
(3.509)

0.107 5.892
(3.157)

0.083 1.591
(2.092)

−25.512
(−1.544)

0.128

3 0.454
(3.341)

0.136 7.946
(3.129)

0.116 2.014
(2.017)

−32.201
(−1.494)

0.162

4 0.607
(3.626)

0.182 10.802
(3.498)

0.161 2.493
(1.864)

−39.019
(−1.364)

0.211

r = β y + e r = β log (d/p) + e r = γ y + δ log (d/p) + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel C: Full Model
1 0.195

(3.194)
0.065 0.153

(2.845)
0.051 0.380

(1.450)
−0.177
(−0.651)

0.068

2 0.365
(3.598)

0.111 0.286
(3.080)

0.087 0.864
(1.737)

−0.481
(−0.909)

0.121

3 0.467
(3.425)

0.141 0.377
(3.084)

0.116 1.240
(2.095)

−0.745
(−1.201)

0.159

4 0.624
(3.736)

0.188 0.507
(3.408)

0.156 1.696
(2.138)

−1.037
(−1.286)

0.215

Panel D: Restricted Model,ayd = σdy = 0
1 0.185

(3.056)
0.060 0.153

(2.845)
0.051 0.203

(0.830)
−0.017
(−0.068)

0.060

2 0.353
(3.509)

0.107 0.286
(3.080)

0.087 0.641
(1.432)

−0.281
(−0.577)

0.110

3 0.454
(3.341)

0.136 0.377
(3.084)

0.116 0.999
(1.893)

−0.533
(−0.940)

0.146

4 0.607
(3.626)

0.182 0.507
(3.408)

0.156 1.372
(1.976)

−0.750
(−1.037)

0.197

NOTE: Asymptotict-statistics based on Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 5

STRUCTURAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES USING EARNINGS DATA , 1871-2000

β add ayy ady ayd σdd σyy σdy ℓ

0.927
(0.004)

0.755
(0.071)

0.681
(0.048)

−0.077
(0.067)

−0.134
(0.098)

0.209
(0.013)

0.239
(0.022)

0.529
(0.084)

-281.142

0.928
(0.004)

0.734
(0.061)

0.726
(0.031)

0 −0.202
(0.066)

0.210
(0.013)

0.235
(0.022)

0.479
(0.073)

-281.870

0.927
(0.004)

0.851
(0.052)

0.651
(0.041)

−0.146
(0.051)

0 0.213
(0.014)

0.244
(0.022)

0.610
(0.058)

-281.851

0.945
(0.015)

0.973
(0.089)

0.995
(0.052)

0.562
(0.699)

0.012
(0.015)

0.224
(0.017)

0.027
(0.038)

0 -284.770

0.927
(0.004)

0.807
(0.052)

0.700
(0.032)

0 0 0.211
(0.013)

0.251
(0.023)

0.561
(0.062)

-286.540

0.929
(0.004)

0.900
(0.054)

0.741
(0.032)

0 −0.297
(0.062)

0.216
(0.014)

0.224
(0.024)

0 -292.591

0.927
(0.004)

0.748
(0.062)

0.670
(0.041)

−0.051
(0.050)

0 0.209
(0.013)

0.245
(0.023)

0 -309.355

0.927
(0.004)

0.732
(0.061)

0.670
(0.041)

0 0 0.210
(0.013)

0.245
(0.023)

0 -309.882

NOTE: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 6

LONG-HORIZON RETURN REGRESSIONSUSING EARNINGS DATA , 1871-2000

r = β y + e r = β d/p + e r = γ y + δ d/p + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel A: Full Model
1 0.106

(2.659)
0.050 1.726

(3.188)
0.065 0.038

(0.289)
1.004
(0.541)

0.051

2 0.197
(2.825)

0.080 2.652
(2.418)

0.073 0.405
(1.633)

−3.043
(−0.832)

0.087

3 0.248
(2.508)

0.094 3.324
(2.146)

0.085 0.466
(1.700)

−3.185
(−0.776)

0.100

4 0.329
(2.780)

0.125 4.330
(2.384)

0.110 0.554
(1.819)

−3.293
(−0.738)

0.129

Panel B: Restricted Model,ady = 0
1 0.106

(2.729)
0.051 1.726

(3.188)
0.065 0.052

(0.389)
0.805
(0.415)

0.052

2 0.195
(2.821)

0.080 2.652
(2.418)

0.073 0.446
(1.640)

−3.702
(−0.914)

0.089

3 0.247
(2.493)

0.095 3.324
(2.146)

0.085 0.535
(1.780)

−4.220
(−0.949)

0.104

4 0.330
(2.791)

0.128 4.330
(2.384)

0.110 0.677
(2.040)

−5.090
(−1.072)

0.138

Panel C: Restricted Model,ayd = 0
1 0.088

(2.116)
0.035 1.726

(3.188)
0.065 −0.513

(−2.346)
8.757
(2.855)

0.088

2 0.132
(1.461)

0.037 2.652
(2.418)

0.073 −1.133
(−3.135)

18.437
(3.701)

0.150

3 0.165
(1.271)

0.043 3.324
(2.146)

0.085 −1.584
(−3.685)

25.471
(4.334)

0.203

4 0.228
(1.461)

0.062 4.330
(2.384)

0.110 −1.931
(−3.538)

31.416
(4.233)

0.247

NOTE: Asymptotict-statistics based on Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 6

(Continued)

r = β y + e r = β log (d/p) + e r = γ y + δ log (d/p) + e

K βK R2 βK R2 γK δK R2

Panel D: Full Model
1 0.106

(2.659)
0.050 0.150

(3.085)
0.074 −0.039

(−0.294)
0.177
(1.029)

0.059

2 0.197
(2.825)

0.080 0.230
(2.515)

0.081 0.211
(0.863)

−0.018
(−0.055)

0.080

3 0.248
(2.508)

0.094 0.279
(2.244)

0.088 0.344
(1.459)

−0.119
(−0.370)

0.096

4 0.329
(2.780)

0.125 0.358
(2.470)

0.110 0.466
(1.898)

−0.169
(−0.532)

0.127

Panel E: Restricted Model,ady = 0
1 0.106

(2.729)
0.051 0.150

(3.085)
0.074 −0.031

(−0.238)
0.168
(0.972)

0.059

2 0.195
(2.821)

0.080 0.230
(2.515)

0.081 0.215
(0.877)

−0.025
(−0.075)

0.080

3 0.247
(2.493)

0.095 0.279
(2.244)

0.088 0.366
(1.506)

−0.147
(−0.448)

0.098

4 0.330
(2.791)

0.128 0.358
(2.470)

0.110 0.523
(2.011)

−0.239
(−0.716)

0.133

Panel F: Restricted Model,ayd = 0
1 0.088

(2.116)
0.035 0.150

(3.085)
0.074 −0.309

(−1.937)
0.485
(2.378)

0.089

2 0.132
(1.461)

0.037 0.230
(2.515)

0.081 −0.636
(−2.166)

0.949
(2.742)

0.131

3 0.165
(1.271)

0.043 0.279
(2.244)

0.088 −0.720
(−1.877)

1.093
(2.646)

0.135

4 0.228
(1.461)

0.062 0.358
(2.470)

0.110 −0.796
(−1.752)

1.265
(2.623)

0.156

NOTE: Asymptotict-statistics based on Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 7

MEAN SQUARED ERRORR2 FOR OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORCASTS

K Prevailing Mean y d/p log(d/p)

Panel A: 1871-2000
1 0.106 0.063 0.073 0.066
2 0.189 0.171 0.172 0.160
3 0.276 0.283 0.275 0.264
4 0.332 0.359 0.346 0.335

Panel B: 1871-1994
1 0.078 0.077 0.082 0.089
2 0.150 0.194 0.191 0.194
3 0.236 0.310 0.297 0.296
4 0.291 0.390 0.375 0.372

Panel C: Earnings Data, 1871-2000
1 0.222 0.205 0.205 0.227
2 0.348 0.367 0.340 0.356
3 0.461 0.491 0.483 0.483
4 0.528 0.568 0.561 0.561
NOTE: Reported statistics are mean squared out-of-sample forecast errorR2, given by R2 = 1 −

MSFE/s2, whereMSFE is the mean squared forecast error ands2 is the variance of the long-term re-
turn being forecast.
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FIGURE 1: Time series fordt, pt andyt

Note: Full sample, no restrictions on parameters inyt. Standardized variables.
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FIGURE 2: The error terms
Note: Full sample, no restrictions on parameters
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FIGURE 3: Distribution of error termsǫt

Error termsǫt defined as in (1). Full sample. No restrictions on parameters. Values ofJarque-Bera tests
indicated.
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FIGURE 4: Distribution of error termsǫt

Error termsǫt defined as in (1). Period: 1959-2000. No restrictions on parameters.Values of Jarque-Bera
tests indicated.
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FIGURE 5: Cumulative relative out-of-sample performance.
Note: The figure plots the cumulated net squared out-of-sample forecast error, given by

PT

t=1911
(SEt(P) −

SEt(M)), whereSEt(P) is the squared forecast error in periodt when using the prevailing mean as forecast,
andSEt(M) is the squared forecast error when using the model in question.
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